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Project Summary: Full Circle’s Ghana, Africa project will 
develop 2,500 acres of crop and forage production and a cattle 
feeding operation that will eventually finish 20,000 head per year 
and deliver more than 13 million pounds of beef to customers 
annually.   
 
Business Description: Full Circle will build the first modern beef 
supply chain in Ghana.  It will deliver high quality beef products 
to wholesale, institutional customers. 
 
Company Background:  Full Circle is a Nebraska-based 
company focused on developing sustainable, commercial 
agricultural operations in emerging markets that feature 
profitable, large scale crop and value-added product production.  
 
Country: Ghana has a favorable political climate, a well-
educated but inexperienced commercial farming skills base, 
abundant underutilized land resources, favorable weather 
patterns and water resources, and is rapidly urbanizing with 
demand for meat products rapidly increasing among an 
emerging middle class. 

Market: Demand growth for animal proteins in Ghana is 
significant with the market for beef in Ghana forecast to grow 
from $160 million in 2014 to $300 million in 2024. .     
 

Market Need: A recent Wall Street Journal article laid out the fundamental challenge of income growth 
and urbanization in countries like Ghana across Africa.  The price of beef for a quick serve restaurant in 
Nigeria, for example, is $7.57 per kilogram in Nigeria as compared to $4.17 per kilogram in the U.S. 
 
And in many places, Africans are consuming beef at a faster clip than cattle ranchers can deliver new 
cows, meaning beef prices keep climbing. That is testing the limits of what the continent's young 
urbanites can afford.  

– Wall Street Journal, December 10, 2013. “Burgers Face a Tough Slog in Africa.”     
 

Project Location: Full Circle has conducted extensive research on potential locations in Ghana for the 
farming and livestock venture and has signed a Memorandum of Understanding to lease 2,000 hectares 
(5,000 acres) about 60 kilometers north and west of Kumasi, the 1.2 million population metro in central 
Ghana.  The site was chosen with key issues of consideration being community fit, road access, soil 
quality and groundwater availability.  Local authorities and community leaders are supportive of 
development of the venture.  This area is suitable for accessing feeder cattle from the north, for crop 
production as it’s located in Ghana’s ‘maize triangle,’ and is located close to cattle processing in Kumasi 
and a network of roads to various domestic and cross-border markets.  
 

 
Contact: Dr. Michael Wood, CEO 
Email: mikew@fullcircleglobal.biz 
Mobile: 402.336.7070   
 
Industry: Agriculture 
 
Product: Branded beef 
 
Target Market: Institution Buyers, 
Ghana, Africa 
 
Beef Market, Ghana, 2024 +80% 
 
Project Location: Ghana, Africa 
 
Projected Revenue 2018 $21mm  
 
Financing Sought:  $8 mm 
 
Use of Funds: Launch of first 
commercial beef production in 
Ghana, Africa. 
 

Business Plan  
Executive Summary 

mailto:mikew@fullcircleglobal.biz
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Impact: The project is transformative in the sense that it will demonstrate the capability of the Ghanaian 
agriculture to fulfill regional meat demand with the highest quality products.  The project will dramatically 
raise the bar in Ghana in terms of improved crop yields and improved beef productivity.  Full Circle has 
uncovered a compelling economic opportunity that will also develop a foundation for agricultural and 
economic development in the region. 
 
Full Circle Profile: Full Circle is an innovative agricultural development company, investing in farming 
and agribusiness operations in emerging markets that have attractive natural resources but lack best-in-
class agricultural technology adapted to local conditions, modern, farming techniques, appropriate 
equipment and management expertise.  Full Circle’s main focus and areas of expertise are row crop 
(maize, soya, pea, etc.) production, forage production (both wet and dry), and all aspects of beef cattle 
production.  The Full Circle team brings decades of farming and agribusiness development experience.  
Key team members include: 
• Dr. Michael Wood.  Partner, veterinarian.  22 years of experience in food animal medicine and 

surgery, animal production, and integrated resources management.  Lifetime experience in ranching.  
Bachelors degree in biology, Doctorate of veterinary medicine. 

• Michael Asomani-Adem.  Partner, agricultural entrepreneur.  Local partner in Ghana.  Experience in 
business management, negotiations, and international project implementation.  Worked in Ghana 
Ministry of Food and Agriculture and the Millennium Development Agency.  Bachelors in animal 
science, masters of agronomy. 

• William Bianco, JD.  Partner, attorney.  22 years of experience practicing law.  Experience in 
business law, litigation, international law, and negotiations.  Has previous expertise in Africa on other 
projects and teaches international law at Creighton 
University.  Bachelors degree in economics, Juris 
doctorate. 

• Richard Burtwistle.  Partner, rancher.  Has operated a 
cow/calf operation his entire life.  Experience in intensive 
grazing techniques and related equipment, artificial 
insemination, cattle genetics, and land management.  
Closely allied with ABS Global. 

• Andrew Uden. Operations Manager.  Experience in 
international cattle breeding and production in different 
production environments.  Bachelors degree in Animal 
Science from the University of Nebraska, 2012, and 
currently finishing a Masters of Science in Applied 
Livestock Production Systems at the University of 
Nebraska. 

 
Ghana Economy: Ghana is a Sub-Saharan African country 
that offers expanding business opportunities due to its 
remarkable record of economic growth as well as its relatively 
liberal economic policies. Ghana’s estimated population of 
25.2 million for 2013 (CIA) is estimated to be growing at 
approximately 2.1 percent.  The Government of Ghana is positioning Ghana as the gateway to the larger 
West African market (over 260 million people). Ghana’s GDP growth was 4.4 percent in 2009, 7.7 percent 
in 2010 and 14.4 percent in 2011, 7.0 percent in 2012 and (forecasted) 7.2 percent in 2013 with high 
prices of gold and cocoa and sound macro-economic management contributing to this growth.   
 
Ghana Agriculture and Processing: Low productivity on Ghanaian farms is endemic because, among 
other reasons, high-yielding, certified hybrid seed is rarely used; irrigation is remarkably underused and 
poor storage facilities and infrastructure contribute to high rates of post-harvest loss.  In Ghana, as in 
much of Africa, little of the processing of the goods it produces takes place within its borders, although the 
government is striving to improve this situation. There has been some growth in recent years in the 
country’s industrial activities involving local crops, including increased processing of cocoa, tomatoes, 
and nuts; canning and juice operations; and brewing for local consumption and export.   
 

Ghana, Africa 
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Full Circle Beef Production: Full Circle’s planned beef production as a proportion of country-wide 
forecast demand will reach 10.3 percent by about 2024, a relatively significant market share.  While Full 
Circle beef production capabilities are small relative to U.S. standards, the development of this cattle 
feeding operation will make an appreciable impact on the beef sector in Ghana.   
 
Ghana Beef Forecasts, 2014 to 2024 (metric tons)

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
Total Consumption 36,300          39,498    42,300    45,800    48,100    50,800    52,900    54,800    56,800    58,900    60,900    
Full Circle Production 474 895 1,591 2,154 2,853 3,840 4,443 4,974 5,522 6,008 6,248
Full Circle % 1.3% 2.3% 3.8% 4.7% 5.9% 7.6% 8.4% 9.1% 9.7% 10.2% 10.3%    
 
Market Strategy: Full Circle’s strategy is to deliver high-quality beef products to institutional buyers.  This 
‘branded wholesale’ approach targets Hotel/Restaurant/Institution (HRI) customers, and will afford 
superior margin opportunities relative to retail sector 
sales.  Full Circle’s business development approach will 
be partnership-oriented with these types of customers, as 
they want assurances of quality and food safety and will 
want the ability to affect supply chain development. 
 
Customer Example: An example of a prospective HRI 
customer that Full Circle has developed is All Terrain 
Services (ATS).  ATS provides catering services (among 
others) to the mining, oil & gas and industrial sectors in 
10 African countries and is headquartered in Accra, 
Ghana.  Non-availability of beef is a significant challenge 
in Ghana for ATS.  ATS currently purchases about 
$300,000 per month in beef in Ghana, but it would be 
closer to $1 million per month if quality supplies were available at reasonable prices as in other countries. 
Current beef purchases for ATS are about 600 tons per year in Ghana, about 1.8% of total beef 
consumption in the country. ATS purchases beef directly where they can, but often need to go to Shoprite 
to purchase specific cuts when not available elsewhere.  They also purchase some imported beef, but the 
logistics and price don’t work particularly well for them, though the customers like the quality. ATS is very 
supportive of Full Circle’s development and looks 
forward to the day they can be a customer.  
 
Production Site: Full Circle has signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding with village leadership 
of Dromankese, located about 120 kilometers north 
and west of Kumasi, to lease 5,000 acres of land.  The 
terms of the lease for this land are a 49 year lease, 
$4.50 per acre per year, with the lease paid up-front in 
three equal payments in 2014, 2015, and 2016.  The 
farm site is situated well for crop production.  Its soil 
structure will support drainage during rainy seasons, 
enabling ongoing field work, and center pivot irrigation 
will support crop production during the dry season.  
Long term, three season crop production (3 crops per 
year) is planned.  
 
Business Ramp-Up: Full Circle plans to aggressively 
develop the capacity of the production site starting in 
early 2014.  The 2,500 acre site will eventually serve 
as host to 15 center pivots on 2,400 irrigated crop 
acres and a feedlot with an annualized capacity of 
finishing 20,000 cattle.  The production capacity of the 
business will be developed using world-class, 
sustainable and environmentally responsible farming 
methods.  Such farming methods will dramatically 

“Develop beef 
production in Ghana.  
We will buy.” 
Felix Bega, Chief Financial Officer, 
All Terrain Services, July 2013 
meeting with Full Circle 

Mike Wood by Test Well on 
Production Site with Local 
Leaders, July 2013 

 

http://www.atsgroup.net/
http://www.atsgroup.net/
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improve yields of corn, oilseeds, and forages over current average yields in Ghana and most of Sub-
Saharan Africa. Full Circle will grow crops to support beef cattle production.  Crop rotations will include 
corn for both grain and silage, oilseeds as rotational crops, and forage crops.  The crop production 
capacity will begin with 5 center pivots, and will increase annually until reaching 15 center pivots in 2020.  
Note that the tropical climate will support production of 2 crops per year initially, with a plan to increase to 
3 crops per year by 2019/20.  
 
Production Strategy: In creating its production strategy, Full Circle took into account the market 
opportunity, local production challenges, and Full Circle’s expertise. The following strategic blue-print is a 
guide to key considerations. 
 

Key Considerations Full Circle’s Strategic Response 

Low agricultural productivity in Ghana Develop a large scale commercial agriculture 
business using highly mechanized and 
precision farming techniques that utilize 
modern seeds and other inputs on a large 
tract of land 

Rapidly rising meat demand Develop a large scale cattle feeding 
operation and focus on production of high 
quality beef, where there is currently no 
commercial activity 

Logistical and cold chain challenges in Ghana Limit the need to sell and transport bulky 
grains.  Create a vertically integrated 
agricultural enterprise that produces a more 
valuable final product, beef, and invests in 
creation of direct linkages to large buyers. 

Unreliable input sources and uncertain markets in 
Ghana 

Develop linkages to global input providers 
where needed.  Create self-sufficiency where 
possible.  Create direct channels to end-
customers where premium pricing 
opportunities exist. 

 
Business Model: Design of Full Circle’s business model is fundamentally different from the U.S.-based 
feedlot model.  As such, the business’ long-term success will hinge on issues not typically in the purview 
of U.S. cattle producers. 
• Direct customer relationships – Much of the U.S. meat industry has evolved to where meat 

processors and/or distributors manage end-customer relationships.  Delivery of a perishable and 
variable quality product like meat requires significant management of customer expectations and 
issues.  Significant talent and time will be dedicated to developing customers, maintaining 
relationships with customers, and dealing with the ongoing issues related to fulfillment. 

• Branding and quality control – By nature of its first-mover position and product positioning, Full Circle 
will develop a brand.  Brand is a set of expectations, memories, stories, and relationships that 
account for a customer’s decision to buy Full Circle’s beef over other beef or meat competitors.  The 
brand’s value will be captured in how much more a customer is willing to pay for Full Circle beef 
products versus competitive products. 

• End-to-end supply chain excellence – Full Circle will, in effect, be creating a new supply chain.  As 
such, it’s imperative to create one that meets and exceeds customer demands for excellence.  
Establishing quality controls at each level of the supply chain will be key, including those levels not 
owned by Full Circle.  While Full Circle will not own an abattoir/packing facility, the financial model 
assumes it will make significant investments of money and talent into its abattoir partner, Kumasi 
Abattoir. 
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Financial Projections: Full Circle has developed an extremely detailed financial model to assess the 
feasibility of the proposed business in Ghana as well as its potential financial returns.  The financial model 
reflects the production plan and delineates revenue and cost projections, profitability, cash flow, and initial 
capital requirements.  The financial model has enabled significant scenario building and stress testing, 
and provides a foundation for the continued evolution of the business and its financial projections. The 
projected rate of return for the business exceeds 50 percent.  While the risks inherent in the project are 
significant, so are the prospective returns.  The challenge of the project is also its opportunity; the quality 
beef market is currently under-developed in Ghana and returns will accumulate to the businesses that 
build production and supply chain capabilities.The beef operation is the major driver of financial return for 
the project.   The need to develop a cropping operation to supply feed to the beef operation significantly 
raises the capex for the project.  The Capital need for this project is $8 million.  
 
Financial Projections: 
 FY 2014 FY 2016 FY 2018 FY 2020 
Farmed Acres (multi-
crop) 

1,675 3,350 5,628 7,538 

Fed Cattle 1,750 5,800 10,000 15,000 
     
Revenue  $3,346,618 $11,385,826 $21,254,051 $34,333,156 
EBITDA -$   337,842 $4,936,195 $11,008,395 $20,153,244 
Capital Expenditures  $6,862,500 $   751,500 $      678,000 $      925,000 
Free Cash Flow -$7,200,341 $4,184,695 $10,330,395 $19,228,244 

Internal Rate of Return: 58.2% 
 
Conclusion: Full Circle has spent considerable time identifying the right kind of opportunity at the right 
time.  The planned business has been identified to fit the organization’s capabilities and ambitions and 
the right partners are involved.  Development of this business in Ghana is an exercise in building a 
modern protein supply chain that will be of significant value to consumers, but also to the next generation 
of food and agriculture investors in Africa.  Multi-national agribusiness and food companies will be making 
significant moves to develop businesses in countries like Ghana in five years, and Full Circle’s beef 
business will be well-positioned as a valuable asset for those with a stake in development of the protein 
complex.  When McDonald’s builds its first store in Sub-Saharan Africa, where will the beef come from? In 
addition, the model developed by Full Circle in Ghana will be applicable across many countries on the 
continent.  The opportunity is significant, and the team looks forward to bringing more good people into 
the effort.  The recent Rabobank Report on Sub-Saharan Africa told its multi-national food and 
agribusiness clients that ‘it’s time to move.’  Full Circle has been moving, and will have built a significant 
business in Ghana by the time many multi-national food and agriculture companies heed that call.   
 
 


